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TWS Acefast T6 Headphones (Green)
The Acefast T6 headphones will make listening to music even more enjoyable. They feature 4 microphones with ENC noise cancellation,
so the quality of your calls will be perfect. The headphones provide up to 4 hours of battery life and the built-in digital display will let you
know your battery charge status. Bluetooth 5.0 ensures a reliable connection. You'll have no problem using them and the touch-sensitive
controls allow you to answer a call or change a song without having to reach for your phone!
 
Up to 20 hours of music listening
Listen to your favourite songs almost without limit.  The headphones provide up to 4 hours of uninterrupted music listening or up to 3
hours of phone calls (70% volume). You can extend this time to up to 20 hours with the charging case. Its capacity is 500 mAh, so you
can charge the TB headphones up to 4 times. What's more, the device supports fast charging, so you only need 10 minutes of charging
to enjoy your music for another 1.5 hours!
 
Bluetooth technology
The T6 features a high level of syncing, making them ideal for gaming enthusiasts. The Acefast headphones will enable seamless gaming
without  interference  -  Bluetooth  5.0  guarantees  perfect  transmission  at  distances  of  up  to  10m.  You  can  also  choose  from 2  modes:
Stereo and Single, which makes each headphone connect to the selected device independently.
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Convenient operation
No more having to pull out your phone to change a song! The headphones feature touch-sensitive panels for easy operation. You can use
them to manage incoming calls, activate the voice assistant, adjust the volume and change songs with just a few taps!
 
Designed with the user in mind
The T6 headphones stand out not only for their functionality, but also for their stylish and modern design. It comes with a silicone case
for added character and great protection against scratches. An added bonus is the small size and IPX4 protection rating, so you can use
them  in  any  conditions.  In  addition,  the  headphones  are  extremely  comfortable,  so  you  can  use  them  even  for  long  periods  of  time
without discomfort or fatigue.
 
Included:
Headphones
Charging case
Silicone protective case
Earphone elastics x4 (XS/S/M/L)
USB/USB-C cable
User manual
Manufacturer
Acefast
Model
T6
Colour
Blue
Digital display
LED
Bluetooth technology
5.0
Decoding protocols
SBC/AAC
Frequency
20 Hz ~ 20 kHz
Range
up to 10 m
Earphone battery capacity
40 mAh
Battery capacity case
500 mAh
Operating time
4 hours (music listening) 
3 hours (phone calls)
Maximum operating time
up to 20 hours (with charging case)
Charging time
approx. 2 hours
Charging case power supply
DC 5V/0.4A
Dimensions
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49.5 x 42.4 x 29.6 mm
Weight
approx. 39.5 g
Water resistance
IPX4
Speaker size
6mm
Speaker efficiency
104 + 2 dB

Preço:

Antes: € 46.002

Agora: € 41.80
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